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Abstract: The methods and criteria of the physical theory of strength are used. The initial physical and mechanical parameters of the 

strength of steel 45 were determined analytically. Strength, fatigue and damage to steel were calculated for non-stationary 

mechanical and various thermal loads. The ratio between the physical and generally accepted mechanical parameters of the material 

strength is determined analytically. The result of the calculation of the new characteristics of the strength of the damaged material is 

given. The method takes into account plastic deformation, an arbitrary form of stress cycle, temperature mode. Additional physical 

criteria for evaluating the strength properties are proposed. We use our own calculation programs, which allow us to take into 

account the changed characteristics of the damaged material for various stress functions. The physical method allows you to analyze 

and quickly process the rheological data of sensors that control the parameters of the material under load. A method for rapid analysis 

and comparison of the results of indentation into the material in accordance with ISO 14577 using various indenters is proposed. 

Physical parameters of the material and new theoretical methods of calculation can be used to assess the properties of materials, 

monitor the condition and predict the strength and durability of the material of machines during operation. 
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1. Introduction

 

The purpose of the article is to show the main 

physical parameters, dependencies, calculation 

methods in the physical structural-energy theory of the 

strength of a deformed solid (hereinafter DS). The 

main research results are presented. The equation of 

physical theory of strength of materials is used. The 

relationship between physical molar parameters and 

ordinary mechanical properties and parameters of a 

deformable solid is shown. An example of a 

theoretical determination of the initial physical 

parameters of a material is considered using 

experimental rheological diagrams of long-term 

tensile testing of steel 45. A theoretical method is 

given for constructing generalized standard 

rheological diagrams of stresses and tensile 
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deformations. Using physical molar parameters, 

generalized rheological diagrams, the author 

analytically determined the mechanical parameters of 

the strength of steel. The steel fatigue parameters are 

theoretically estimated at various cyclic loads and 

different temperatures. Standard fatigue tests are 

modeled theoretically. A comparison of theoretical 

and experimental results is given. The prospects for 

using a physical approach to quickly assess the 

strength and damage of materials of machines and 

mechanisms are discussed. 

Using the equations and formulas of the physical 

theory, an objective relationship is established 

between the physical structural and energy parameters 

and the usual mechanical properties of strength and 

deformation characteristics of the material. To this end, 

an analysis was made of the properties of the 

rheological functions of stresses and strains obtained 

experimentally at a low rate of steel deformation 
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under tension before fracture. Using the deformation 

rheological diagram of the uniaxial tension of the 

material, the properties of the functions of speed and 

acceleration of the relative irreversible plastic 

deformations of the form change of the body are 

analyzed analytically. As a result, generalized 

formulas are obtained analytically for estimating the 

initial values of the structural physical parameter and 

the activation energy of material destruction. 

Using the developed theoretical methods, stationary 

creep equations, physical equations and the 

dependences of the structural-energetic theory of 

strength, a theoretical estimation of the initial 

structural-energetic physical parameters of the 

strength of a structural material was made. The initial 

structural parameter о , the activation energy of 

destruction oU  of carbon steel are determined. 

Using recognized experimental data, physical 

theoretical methods, using carbon steel as an example, 

a generalized analytical physical model of mechanical 

tests was developed. A generalized rheological 

function was obtained to simulate tests according to 

ISO 6892-84, which allows virtual tests of uniaxial 

stretching of a material before fracture. 

Thus, having data on the body temperature T, the 

rheological function S(t) of the actual load in true 

stresses, the initial physical parameters of the material 

о , oU , using analytical methods of the physical 

theory, it is possible to determine the values of plastic 

deformations, damage, the predicted time to failure, 

etc. 

In the physical theory, additional important physics 

mechanical parameters and properties of the process 

of irreversible deformation up to the state of material 

destruction are also considered. 

A theoretical analysis and generalization of the 

properties of force and deformation rheological 

diagrams of uniaxial stretching of a material are 

applied. A method for constructing a generalized 

rheological diagram S(t) of a standard process was 

obtained, using which physical methods can determine 

standard characteristics of the limit of proportionality 

02  (plastic deformation = 0.02%), tensile strength 

в , time to failure t , residual deformation r , 

plastic deformation rate and other physical and 

mechanical characteristics of the material for this 

process. 

A theoretical method is proposed for solving an 

inverse physical problem—calculating the mechanical 

standard characteristics of steel using physical 

parameters of strength and a rheological generalized 

tensile test model according to a standard. 

Physical and analytical methods are proposed that 

allow the theoretical calculation of fatigue 

characteristics at different frequencies and 

instrumental temperatures, using the initial physical 

parameters of the material, the dependence of the 

theory, the developed algorithms and programs. An 

example of theoretical calculations of simple 

mechanical characteristics of carbon steel, the 

possibility of a physical theoretical method for 

studying the processes of deformation and destruction 

of solids is shown. 

2. Materials and Methods  

2.1 Physical Parameters and Dependencies 

The physical structural-energetic theory of strength 

(SET) is the result of the theoretical development   

of the kinetic concept of strength (KCS) of solids   

[1]. The concept is well known as the Zhurkov 

formula (1), which determines the time to brittle 

material failure (durability) for constant stresses and 

temperatures: 

 о exp RT/)U( oo          (1) 

where,  s is the durability, 0 mol/m3  is the 

structural parameter of the material, о  is the period 

of associated thermal vibrations of the atoms of the 

body, 0U mol/J —is the activation energy of 

destruction,  , Pa —is the constant tensile stresses, 

R , Kmol/J  —is the gas constant, T , K —constant 

temperature. 
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 о —the product is the molar energy density, 

according to one of the three components of the main 

stresses DS: LоW о , mol/J . 

Formula (1) is confirmed for different solid 

materials in a wide range of stresses and temperatures. 

Zhurkov’s concept is fundamentally different from the 

previous DS mechanics. The duration of the voltage, 

temperature, microstructure parameters of the DS 

structure, etc. are taken into account. The concept uses 

the DS molar physical characteristics. Previously, the 

molar parameters, the kinetics of their changes, were 

considered exclusively in calculations of chemical 

reactions, materials science, etc. In the concept, the 

fluctuation of the energy of the atomic bond is 

considered to be the cause of the elementary damage. 

It is assumed that the accumulation during the time 

  of the elementary destruction of bonds in the 

material, up to a critical level, creates conditions for 

macroscopic spontaneous brittle destruction of the 

body [1]. 

The concept has been successfully applied in 

calculating the strength of structural elements with 

cyclic and static voltages [2], shock, pulsed laser loads, 

earth crust strength, and a number of others [3, 4]. But 

in these methods there is no physical and theoretical 

justification for the use of molar characteristics, sound 

methods for calculating the complex stress state and 

variable voltages. In Formula (1), the main parameters 

were taken as empirical. 

In the structural-energetic kinetic theory of solid 

strength (SET), a theoretical substantiation of the 

formula and Zhurkov parameters (1) was obtained, a 

physical wave-particle model of destruction and 

irreversible deformation of the DS [5] was 

substantiated. The physical theory of strength was 

obtained from the standpoint of statistical physics and 

wave theory, analysis and theoretical substantiation of 

experimental results and empirical formulas of the 

kinetic concept of the strength of solids. Destruction is 

considered as an elementary wave-wave process of 

periodic energy exchange, in small volumes of a solid 

body, occurring with a characteristic high frequency. 

This process may be reversible and irreversible. In 

classical mechanics, phenomenological models of the 

destruction of hypothetical atomic bond forces in 

solids (pair potentials, etc.) are considered. The 

physical theory considers a microscopic process of 

interaction of elementary kinetic energy flows of 

de-Broglie wave-quasiparticles, resulting from 

fluctuations of the interaction of these quasiparticle 

waves in elementary small DS volumes. The 

elementary energetic associated volume wave-particle 

wave interactions of elementary structural units of a 

macroscopic medium (in terms of mechanics are 

atomic bonds) are considered. The physical 

generalized model of the volume interaction of 

structural units is applicable for solids of different 

nature, it reasonably replaces the empirical model of 

“mechanical” atomic binding forces. 

In the structural-energetic kinetic theory of solid 

strength (SET), a theoretical substantiation of the 

formula and Zhurkov parameters (1) was obtained, a 

physical wave-particle model of DS destruction was 

substantiated, a number of fundamental issues of 

applying physical methods in the concept and theory 

of strength were solved [5]. 

In SET, new generalized physical parameters of the 

DS state, derivatives of these quantities, are proposed, 

functions are obtained, from which Formula (1) 

follows. The relationship between the physical molar 

parameters and the mechanical parameters of the 

theory of elasticity is shown; a number of well-known 

experimental dependencies of DS mechanics and the 

equation of state of an ideal gas (theoretically as a 

case of the wave-particle thermodynamic system) 

have been theoretically obtained [6], considering the 

basic physical molar values in SET. 

For simplicity, we consider DS as a heterogeneous 

single-phase (three-dimensional phase) 

one-component thermodynamic system in a 

quasi-equilibrium state. Let the function of principal 

stresses )t(1  be given for one component of the 
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tensor )t(1 = )t( , 0 , Pa . In this case, DS 

can be characterized by generalized physical 

characteristics. 

)t,(Sh  , mol/m3 —is the molar volume of 

quasiparticles of strength. The volume DS in which 

for each elementary small characteristic period of time

о , occurs AN  characteristic periodic fluctuations of 

the energy of the interaction of quasiparticle of 

Broglie waves, Avogadro number 

mol/un10022,6N 22

A  . 

ShWWL   , mol/J , 
E2

W
2

 , 
3m/J  

where )t,(WL  , is the molar energy, the state function 

of DS, E , is the modulus of elasticity. 

Gr )t,(Sh  , mol/J  

where, Gr  is the structural-energy potential, the 

physico-mechanical characteristic of the state of a 

solid body. 

)t(E5.0)t(Gr r , roo E5.0Gr   

)E,0t(Sho   

),t(r  —the root molar volume DS, the structural 

function of the material [6, 7]. The state function 

)tGr,U,T,(Gr ,oo  reflects the process of the influence of 

mechanical, heat load on irreversible changes in the 

material [6, 7]. The initial value оGr , for pure metals, 

of many solids is determined by the Zhurkov method 

[2, 3]. For structural materials оGr , the value is 

determined in SET by analytical methods, by 

processing the rheological diagrams of uniaxial 

tension of the material or indentation data according to 

ISO 14577 [7]. 

The relationship between physical parameters and 

mechanical properties of materials is presented. In 

SET, dependences Formulas (3) and (4) are obtained, 

which allows determining plastic deformations of a 

material at any time instant if the function of true 

stresses and the initial physical parameters of the 

material are given: 

)t(r ,dt
)t(W)W(

RT
t

0 LL




        (3) 

)t(W)W(

RT
)t(

LL

r


 , s/1 .        (4) 

r —accumulated true irreversible deformations, 

r
 —strain rate for uniaxial deformation. 

Dependencies (3) and (4) are confirmed 

experimentally [8]. 

In SET, a dependency is obtained that allows you to 

find the current value of the parameter )t(r  for 

structural materials by processing experimental 

rheological diagrams )t(r  [7]. 

         )t(





)Ln(RT r


           (5) 

where  is the normalization factor.       

A simple formula is obtained for the analytical 

evaluation of the initial value of the structural 

parameter of a structural material according to the 

analytical processing of rheological diagrams, as a 

result of uniaxial tension of the sample material. 

In SET, a number of other dependencies of the 

relationship of physical, thermodynamic, and 

mechanical parameters are obtained, which allows 

solving problems of DS mechanics by physical 

methods, confirmed by experimental data, for example, 

the calculation of the specific number of dislocations, 

the amount of heat generated during irreversible 

processes, etc. [5, 6]. 

2.2 The Basic Equation of Physical Theory 

The SET obtained physical equations and 

dependencies for the calculation of durability under 

non-stationary and complex loads, with respect to 

different molar functions of the DS state [5]. 

Differential Eq. (5) is written for a structural function 

),t(r  , a single-component structurally 

homogeneous, persistent material, the true stress 

function )t(  is given. The equation was obtained 

by the author of the article on the basis of the analysis 

and generalization of two recognized independent 

fundamental experiments KCS [9]. 








 






RT

Uо
exp

RT

dt

d о

0

, mols/j   (6) 
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Border conditions: oU , o . Condition of 

destruction: 

,0)t()t(U0  constT   

In the SET, further physical methods are developed 

for taking into account the influence on the strength 

and durability of the factors of all-round pressure, 

radiation, electric current, a number of formulas are 

obtained for assessing these factors on the durability, 

etc. Using the example of analyzing the properties of 

an experimental carbon steel rheological diagram, we 

show the possibilities of a physical theory to solve 

analytically the problems of estimating standard 

mechanical characteristics, material damage, 

determine modified standard characteristics of a 

damaged material, fatigue properties, durability, etc. 

for alternating stresses, material temperature. We use 

equations, theory dependences, developed programs 

for solving equations of physical theory. These 

programs allow you to see the values of physical 

parameters of strength, the speed of their change 

under different loads, etc. 

3. Results 

3.1 The Method of Theoretical Determination of the 

Initial Physical Parameters of Steel 45 

We use rheological diagrams of slow stretching 

)t(  of the sample, force (Fig. 1A) and deformation 

(Fig. 1B). They were obtained on a special testing 

machine [10]. The strain rate in the initial section 
14 s,1053,0  . The duration of the deformation 

process is about 1,000 s. The process is isothermal. 

For comparison, the usual rheological curves )t( , 

)t( ,obtained by the method ISO6892-84 are shown 

schematically alongside, recorded in time, until the 

specimen was destroyed. The standard process time is 

2-5 seconds to failure. Test parameters are recorded in 

digital form and Excel spreadsheets against time. 

Using these experimental results, Eqs. (3) and (4), 

physical Eq. (5), and dependence Eq. (6), a theoretical 

estimation of the structural-energetic physical 

parameters of the strength of steel 45 was made. The 

initial structural parameter 
о = )t( 02 = 41028,123,1 

m
3
/mol was determined. The activation energy of 

destruction 1oU
51038,1  mol/j —to the yield point, 

2oU 51005,2  mol/j —to the limit of strength. 

Using the obtained physical parameters, the inverse 

problem was theoretically solved, the initial 

deformation diagram was constructed, the basic 

parameters of deformation by tensile steel 45 were 

determined to failure for a given stress function 

according to ISO6892-84 [11], thus, the verification of 

the first stage of calculations. 

3.2 Evaluation of Standard Mechanical 

Characteristics of ISO6892-84 Using the Initial 

Physical Parameters of the Material 

The physical theory was used to estimate the limits 

of proportionality and strength, residual deformations 

of steel 45. The analytical relationship between the 

mechanical characteristics of strength and the physical 

parameters of the strength of steel 45 was used. The  
 

 
Fig. 1  Conditional rheological diagrams of the sample stretching to failure

t , the standard process time to failure is 2-5 s. 

(A) )t( force diagrams, (B) )t(r deformation diagrams. 
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initial physical structural and energy parameters 
о ,

оU  obtained earlier were used. A generalized model 

of the rheological stress diagram for uniaxial tension 

of steel to failure, provides the necessary average rate 

of relative deformations of the material 


310375,1  s/1 , is applied according to 

ISO6892-84. Calculation results: 

02 = ,МРа,449 limit of proportionality; 02t  = 1.56, 

s; 0.0021 (0.21%); 

S 12001060  MPa, Pa true tensile strength; 
t 3.7-4.4 s, time to failure; 


r

0.16-0.22, residual deformations at fracture; 

B
 778 MPa, conditional tensile strength. 

Experimental characteristics of carbon steel 45, in 

the state of delivery [12]; B 748 , MPa, S

MPa,1173 ; 6

02 10412  Ра. Residual elongation = 

19%. 

3.3 Theoretical Estimation of Steel Fatigue 

Parameters 45, for Given Various Cyclic Stresses, 

Temperature Regimes 

Using the dependences of the physical theory (2-5), 

the initial molar physical parameters of steel 45, the 

fatigue tests of the material ISO 14577-1: 2002 [13] 

were analytically simulated, and the fatigue limit р1  

of carbon steel 45 was determined [7]. The influence 

of load frequency, temperature on durability, 

endurance limit has been estimated (Fig. 2). The 

results are consistent with the reference characteristics 

of the material, confirming the adequacy of the 

proposed physical model of fatigue failure. Reference 

characteristic of the endurance limit of steel 45 

(GOST 1497-84) is 190-250 MPa (tensile pulsations). 

3.2.1 Indentation  

Using rheological indentation diagrams, the SET 

made physical calculations of the physical and 

standard mechanical characteristics of the strength of 

45, 15Х2НМФА steel. The methods of physical 

theory were used, additional physical parameters of 

the process were taken into account, based on the data 

of instrumented indentation according to ISO 

14577-1.2002. Experimental data obtained at the 

UTM-20HT installation [14] for Brinell and Vickers 

indenters are used in the work. A general physical 
 

 
Fig. 2  The dependence of the amplitude of the magnitude of the cyclic tensile stress 0A  on the number of cycles to the 

destruction of the material 
N . Frequencies 3, 70, 500 Hz. Temperature: 293 (20), 323 (50), 343 (70), Celsius temperature in 

brackets. Form of uniaxial tension cycle stress:  )t( )tBcos001.1( s0  . 
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analytical method for analyzing and processing test 

results, with various tools and indentation efforts, is 

proposed. The method is intended for an approximate 

assessment of the physical parameters of the material 

and standard mechanical characteristics of strength. 

By this method, using the simplified DS model, the 

ultimate strength and yield strength of steel 45, 

15Х2НМФА were determined. 

4. Discussion 

The DS model represents a physical medium 

consisting of quasiparticles with molar energy of 

CFLs. This approach made it possible to form an 

understanding of the state of the physical external and 

internal boundaries of the structure and the energy 

state of the material. This method is fundamentally 

different from the mechanical criteria of the limiting 

states of the material. This approach allows 

analytically describing the processes of irreversible 

deformation (plastic deformation), formation of a free 

surface (defect, crack, rupture), heat generation, up to 

brittle destruction of the body [5, 6]. The dependences 

of the theory are confirmed by the well-known 

empirical formulas of DS mechanics and the kinetic 

concept of strength. The physical properties of the 

molar structural-energetic model of deformation and 

destruction of the body are, in a certain sense, 

universal, applicable to describe the destruction of 

bodies of different physical nature (amorphous, 

crystalline, etc.). To describe the processes in DS, the 

physical equilibrium equation of molar energy is used. 

In theory, the connection of physical parameters with 

the parameters of DS mechanics is established. 

Physical energy characteristics are considered: the 

molar energy (molar thermodynamic potential), the 

molar volume, the change in the molar volume, their 

derivatives, the power, the speed of the process, and 

other physical parameters DS. Additional physical, 

actually controlled parameters are proposed, for 

example, the specific surface of the body, the specific 

power (vector) of structural destruction of the material, 

etc. The proposed parameters and functions form new 

criteria for comparing the properties of experimental 

samples and bodies of various sizes and shapes, types 

of indentation tools. The criteria are used to compare 

the properties of the state of a deformed body as a 

statistical thermodynamic system consisting of three 

conventional elements: material (substance), sample 

(body), load (various factors). Known experimental 

kinetic equations and dependences follow from the 

theoretically obtained wave equilibrium equation of 

molar energy. The basic wave equation of the physical 

theory of strength of an ideal physical body in a 

particular case turns into a classical equation of state 

for one mole of an ideal gas. The theory considers the 

rheological (in time) characteristics of the processes. 

The connection of the macro parameters of stress, 

pressure, temperature, volume, deformation, free 

surface area with microscopic statistical molar energy, 

physical properties of waves of quasiparticles and 

other parameters of the atomic level has been 

established. 

The performed calculations show the physical 

picture of the connection between the mechanical 

parameters of plastic deformation of the material and 

the physical parameters of the deformed solid. It is 

shown that it is possible in principle to apply new 

physical methods, instead of phenomenological 

approaches, when solving problems of DS mechanics. 

A more accurate and detailed calculation of the 

mechanical parameters and physical characteristics of 

DS is possible. To do this, it is necessary to calculate 

the physical parameters over the entire deformation 

diagram, to use other more complex methods of 

numerical solution. 

5. Findings 

With the rheological diagrams of the true stresses 

S(t) and deformations ε(t), the process of stretching a 

sample of a material (by oscillogram, spreadsheet, etc.) 

before failure, or the results of indentation according 

to ISO 14577-1.2002, it is possible to determine the 
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initial physical parameters using physical methods, 

then we determine the standard characteristics of 

strength and fatigue, simulating the standard test 

procedures. Physical methods can theoretically 

estimate the parameters of strength, fatigue, material 

durability for an arbitrary given function of stress and 

temperature. A theoretical account of the influence of 

additional physical factors on the process of damage 

accumulation in the material is possible. 

The developed theoretical and programmatic 

methods allow the rapid assessment of the state of the 

physical and mechanical parameters of the material 

directly in the structural elements of existing machines 

and mechanisms. For this purpose, you can use the 

appropriate sensors to control the parameters of 

deformation, temperature, etc. Data can be 

accumulated and stored, using the communication 

mode with information processing devices provided 

by the appropriate software algorithms for physical 

calculations of material state parameters. 

For interested organizations, we propose a joint 

further development, the use of the proposed physical 

calculation methods, programs for analyzing and 

monitoring the state of strength, damage to structural 

elements of dynamic devices, machines in complex 

non-stationary conditions and operation. 
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